
OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES  

SECTION C  
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C-1  

If you use a particular outside edge profile on a regular  
basis and it is not displayed in this section, please call  
us for information regarding the possibility of adding it  
to our library.  

Raw Edge

This outside edge option is for use with wainscot 
panels and cabinet end panels.

With this option, panels are sized on our panel 
saw and will have a saw kerf with sharp edges.

E-1

This outside edge option is a machiined edge. 
All the outside edges and corners are hand cut 

with 180# sandpaper to soften the edges.

Phone  262.594.5737         

Butt Edges   
Please  check the  “Butt  Edge”  box  on the  order form  
and indicate in the “Specifications” column which edge  
( left or right ) is to be the butt edge. The butt edge will  
be an E-1.    
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OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES

Profiles marked with a 
 * will accept a standard 32mm 1/2" deep hinge bore.

E1Raw Edge

E-1Raw Edge

E-3

E-6E-5E-4

E-2
3/8”
Lipped

Machined Edge 
Hand Cut Edge  *

For use with  
Wainscot Panels

1/8” Radius

1/4” Bevel1/4” Radius1/4” Radius

1/16” Radius

3/8” Lipped  (add 15¢ per linear inch)

Available in combination with 
other outside edge profiles



3/8” Bevel  

E-7   

E-10   

E-13   

E-16   

*  *  *   

*  

*   

*   

28º Bevel   

E-8 E-9   

E-11   

E-14   *   
E-14  is commonly used for a  

Slab Drawer Front   

E-17   *   

E-12   

E-15   

E-18   

*  

*   

*   

C-2  

        Profiles marked with a 
 * will accept a standard 32mm 1/2" deep hinge bore.   

If you use a particular outside edge profile on a regular basis and it is not displayed in this section,  
please call us for information regarding the possibility of adding it to our library.   
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OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES
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        Profiles marked with a 
 * will accept a standard 32mm 1/2" deep hinge bore.   

If you use a particular outside edge profile on a regular basis and it is not displayed in this 
section, please call us for information regarding the possibility of adding to our library.

The E-22 ONLY accepts 
a 7/16" hinge bore

OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES

30° Bevel

E-19 E-20 E-21

E-22 E-23 E-24

E-28 E-29 E-30

E-25 E-26 E-27



15º Bevel   

E-31   

E-34   

*  *  *   

3/8” Radius  

E-37   

E-40   

*   

*   

E-32 E-33   

E-35   

E-38   

E-41   

*   

*   

*   

E-36   

E-39   

E-42   

*   

*   

*   
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        Profiles marked with a 
 * will accept a standard 32mm 1/2" deep hinge bore.   

If you use a particular outside edge profile on a regular basis and it is not displayed in this 
section, please call us for information regarding the possibility of adding to our library.

OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES



C-5  

E-52   *   E-53   *   

1/8” Bevel  

E-43   

E-46   

*   

*   

E-44 E-45   

E-47   

*  *   

*   

New   

E-48   *   

E-49   *   E-50   *   

3/8” Radius  

E-51   
*   

New   

New   
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New   

New   

New   
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        Profiles marked with a 
 * will accept a standard 32mm 1/2" deep hinge bore.   

If you use a particular outside edge profile on a regular basis and it is not displayed in this 
section, please call us for information regarding the possibility of adding to our library.

OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES



C-I  

1/4” Radius  1/4” Radius  3/8” Radius   

AE-101   

AE-102   

AE-104   AE-140   

AE-105  AE-109   

AE-116 AE-119  AE-120   

AE-127  AE-128  AE-129   

Add $12.00 per sq. ft.  Add $12.00 per sq. ft. Add $12.00 per sq. ft.   

Pricing:  Please add $11.00 per square foot for applied outside edge profiles. 

Below are our most common applied outside edge profiles.   Most of our 
regular applied moldings (section H) can be adapted to be used  

as applied outside edge profiles. Please call us for details.   
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"APPLIED" OUTSIDE EDGE PROFILES




